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September 2012

WELCOME TO THE POST-NATIONALS NEWSLETTER !
All the action (and much gossip) from the Paignton Nationals ...!!

Another fantastic nationals
What I love about our nationals is the colourful mix of 
characters who make up the scorpion fleet - from the top 

dogs to the first timers, all ages, abilities and everything 
in between.  This year was no exception and there was a 
real buzz around the dinghy park everyday.  The sun may 

have had something to do with that, as did the variety of 
conditions. Everyone seemed to have their opportunity to 

shine.  

A big thank you goes out to Paignton for being great 
hosts and providing us with a jovial race officer, adding 

humour to the morning briefings!  David Battye was 
welcomed back as our on the water judge, and he has 

kindly provided his account of the week.  Scorpions Got 
Talent was a resounding success with a whole range of 
talents on show ... I’ll leave it at that!  Imaginations were 

put to the test with great effect for fancy dress night, 
Nigel-quiz-master-Denchfield tested our knowledge in the 

annual quiz and beach games turned into volleyball on 

the green.   More thank-yous go to our sponsors for the 
week at Paignton, see the extensive list below!

For those of you who weren’t there (excuses on a 
postcard please) I have included the daily race reports, 
and for those of you who were can relive the excitement, 

along with some superb photos taken by John Murrell, 
Fotoboat.

This years winning duo, Tom Gillard & Oli Wells have 
provided some insight into their success, and find out 
who wears lucky speedos (apparently!).

Hope you all enjoy this edition, if you want to send any of 
your own experiences, articles, photos or any other news, 

please do!!  Thank you to all of you who contributed to 
this edition so speedily!

Looking forward to Sidmouth 2013 already, and hope to 

see as many of you as possible at the next two events - 
Hill Head and Notts County!

Lucy

NEWSLETTERSCORPION

A mostly 
sunny 

nationals!!
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Day 2 - Straining against the reigns after a beach day
After having a beach day on Day 1 the fleet were straining against the reigns of the Beachmaster, and once released, 
they charged towards the race course fueled with ambition.

Uncle Ken set a fine course and the breeze filled in for a stellar first race. The first person across the start line was a 
new comer to the fleet, Harvey Hillary, though he was closely followed by current National Champion, Tom Jeffcoate, 
in the back of the boat. They held this right through to the first mark, with Pete Gray and Rich Pepperdine hot on 

their heels with Ryan Buchannan and Hannah Burke just behind. By the end of the second lap Tom Gillard and Olly 
Wells (a.k.a. Hugh Gass) had pulled through and kept their lead until the finish. Special mention goes to Youth 

Combo Helena Pugh and Sam Barker who had a cracking second beat and shot through to 5th, just ahead of 9 
times National Champion John Mursell and Nick Keast. Also, first out of the Silver fleet was Steve Mitchell and Polly 
Newmann in 24th position, and leaders in the Bronze fleet David Bennett and Dale Giles just behind them in 27th.

The second race of the day was delayed slightly by the 60 degree shifts, but Old Kenny managed to get us away for 
a gate start with Tim Parsons and Alex Hayman as pathfinder. A mixed bag for the early and late starters, since right 

paid at the bottom and left paid at the top, leading to some new faces at the front at the fleet. Round mark 1, Tom 
and Olly led the way, with Simon Gillow and Fiona Brett, and Andy McKee and Tarren Jones following. On the third 
lap, however, Jack Banks and Penny Jeffcoate stormed through Andy 

and Tarren to take third place, whilst Barry Wolfenden and Rachael 
Rhodes picked off John and Nick and Andy and Tarren to blast through 

to 4th. Simon and Fiona had a brief moment of glee when they shimmied 
through Tom and Olly to take first, though their moment was short-lived 
as they then got rolled back into 2nd. Special mention goes to the lady 

crews, with 4 of them in the top 5 showing the boys that girl power is 
alive!

Tune in tomorrow for more of the exciting action from Paignton, and 
always remember, Uncle Ken knows best!

DAILY RACE  REPORTS 

Day 1 - Beach games on the green!

The Hill Head team had been asked to provide beach games after Sundays racing - this originally proved a bit of a 
head scratcher as there would be no beach after sailing due to high tide ... The problem was solved due to racing 

being called off as the sea emulated mirror status - not good for sailing.  Excellent for a mini volleyball tournament!  
Competitive spirit was high and around 10 teams battled it out for victory.  Shotwick Spikers won overall with 
consistent skill throughout the tournament.  Thanks to all of you who took part and to the spectators, cheering your 

teams on!

(brilliantly) written by Tom Jeffcoate, 
Harvey Hillary and William Jeffcoate
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DAILY RACE  REPORTS 

Day 3 - A building breeze provides great racing
Musto sponsored Race 3 of the Scorpion Nationals which stated in the now 
familiar 8 knot south westerly with an equally familiar sight of Jeffcoate and Hillary 

leading off the pin. Ryan Buchanan and Hannah Burke reached the Windward 
Mark 1st and extended (much to their surprise) showing the fleet a clean set of 
heels for the remainder) of the 4 laps. Jeffcoate and Hillary spent the rest of the 

race trying to keep the gun team of Gillard and Wells behind them, only to be 
passed on the final beat. The action behind saw a closely matched battle with 

Pete Mitchell and Ruth Johnson eventually taking 4th from McKee and Jones in 
5th. Big congratulations to Buchanan and Burke on their 1st championship race 
win.

A building breeze in the Camcleat Race 4 saw the gate start get away cleanly. An even beat brought both sides 
together at the windward mark with Tim Parsons and ALexandra Hayman sneaked their nose around the windward 

mark just ahead of Wolfended-Rhodes and Grey-Pepperdine in 3rd. A leading group of 7 boats pulled away down 
the 1st reach as the pack behind fought for clear air. Gillard & Wells continued to show their class moving thought the 
fleet to claim another podium.

The main casualties were Parsons and Hayman who managed to introduce themselves to the finish mark in 
spectacular fashion. After clearing the rudder from the ground tackle and taking a penalty they still managed to 

misjudge the lay and had to gybe again for before finally finishing 5th. Peter Gray and Pepperdine won the race with 
Gillard and Wells 2nd and 3rd Mitchell and Johnson.

So after 4 races we're starting to see a patten arising. Tom Gillard and Ollie (Hugh Gass) Wells are the form team and 

the rest of the top 5 are all counting some high scores. Jeffcoate and Hillary are 2nd with Pete Gray and Richard 
Pepperdine 3rd.
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Day 4 - More sun, more wind and more fantastic racing
More sun, more wind and more fantastic racing (although I would say that as you will see later). There was a later 
start today to help people recover from Scorpions Got Talent – brilliantly hosted by Ant Ritchie and Dec Hannan with 

judging expertly carried out by Cheryl Cole, Lady Helen of Hackney and Miss Wales 2011. It does need saying that 2 
of the judges looked distinctly like Steve Graham and Baz Wolfenden but maybe that was the beer affecting the 
judgement.

Back to the racing and one championship race followed by the crew's race was the order of the day. With a SW force 
4 and sunshine there are a lot worse ways to spend a Wednesday afternoon. Up the first beat it was Steve Walker 

and Jerry Hannabuss who picked the shifts best to lead round the mark followed by event leaders Tom Gillard and 
Olly Wells, Roy Castle and Ray Mears, and Tom Jeffcoate and Harvey Hillary. On a triangle consisting of two 
screaming reaches, it was Jeffcoate and Hillary who pulled through to the lead which they held to the finish. On the 

2nd lap it was Dave Wade and Ben Rayner making a welcome return to the front of the fleet who pulled through to 
2nd and despite closing to within a few boat lengths of Jeffcoate & Hillary they couldn't get past and had to settle for 

2nd, a 15 place improvement on their last outing. Behind them a close battle saw Gillard and Wells edge out Tim 
Parsons and Alex Hayman for 3rd and 4th.

With 9 crews convincing their helms that they would look after their boats in the now breezy conditions the Crews 

race was quickly underway. Worst start went to Harvey Hillary (apparently it's easier to tell people how to do it than 
do it yourself) as he rolled round the pin end and only narrowly avoided a capsize while doing turns. After a cracking 

start, at the first mark it was Penny Jeffcoate leading from Alex Hayman and despite the spinnaker work lacking its 
usual finesse these two were soon up and flying away. Behind them a close pack including Harvey Hillary, Simon 
Hibbert, Rachel Rhodes and Sam Barker were quickly in pursuit. Alex Hayman, ably crewed by Tim Parsons of 

course, hit the front on the second reach and soon pulled out a comfortable lead over Penny. Behind these two 
Harvey managed to incur the wrath of the judge who had stopped out to enjoy the show and was doing spins for 

some enthusiastic mainsheet trimming. Despite this and almost taking out Simon Hibbert he would go on to finish 
2nd passing Penny who finished 3rd on the final reach.

DAILY RACE  REPORTS 

http://www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/158856/Scorpion-nationals-at-Tenby-day-4
http://www.yachtsandyachting.com/news/158856/Scorpion-nationals-at-Tenby-day-4
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DAILY RACE  REPORTS 

Day 5 - Omniscient race officer prophecies prove correct
Race 6

A quieter day was scheduled, force 2 from the SW: a relative lull before the real breeze predicted for Day 6. The only 

problem was that when the wind began to pick up at 1130, it was from the east. When it settled, Race Officer Ken 
decided to start a sequence, prophesying that it would swing east as soon as the race started, and so it was to be: 
there was a 40 degree right shift just as the gun went. After the course was reset (and then reset again) the race got 

away at 1230. Omniscient Ken said that it was obvious they should go right because there was bound to be another 
shift at some stage, and so it was to be. All the race leaders bar Tim Parsons and Alex Hayman (2014) went left, 

while Tim and Alex led some of the not-quite-front-of-the-fleet racers up the right, and it paid big time. Tim and Alex 
led from Eleanor Pegg and Adam Parry (1952), Peter and John Rose (1995) and Carol and John Haines, competing in 
their 46th Scorpion Nationals. Pete later overtook Eleanor and event leaders, Tom Gillard and Ollie Wells (1976) also 

snuck into third place. Simon Gillow and Fiona Brett (2003), Chris Clapp and Tim Laws (2006) were among the others  
who were up there.

Race 7

The wind sort of steadied at SSE, but was still to shift to S during the race, with the windward mark being shifted for 
the last beat. It was looking like Tim Parsons'day because 2014 led to the windward mark, followed by Tom Jeffcoate 

and Harvey Hillary in 2025 and pleasingly reinvigorated John Mursell and Nick Keast in 2020. John and Nick soon 
moved up to second, leaving Tom and Harvey to battle with Tom Gillard and Ollie Wells (1976) and Pete Gray and 

Richard Pepperdine (2013) for the next three places. Pete ended up third, with Tom G fourth and Tom J fifth. Other 
notable results were those of Tim Castle and Tim Hartley (2022) in 6th, Dave and Mike Hannan (1994) 7th, and John 
Clementson and Melanie Titmus (2019) 10th. Biggest improver between the races was Dave Snutch and Sue Barnes 

who jumped 22 places to 16th, twice as good as their next best result of the week.

No one is sure what tomorrow's weather will bring, and whether a final race will be possible but at the end of Day 5, 

Tom and Ollie seem to have an unassailable position, on 12 points: 18 clear of Tom and Harvey, with Tim and Alex 
close behind on 34 and themselves chased by Pete Gray and Rich Pepperdine on 38.
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DAILY RACE  REPORTS 

Day 6 - Driving rain after a week of glorious sunshine
After a week of glorious sunshine the weather realised there was a bank holiday approaching and quickly turned to 
driving rain and a lower temperatures. This was enough to convince Tom Gillard and Olly Wells to enjoy a well 

deserved day off. The rest of the fleet faced expected winds up to 30 knots.

Despite the bleak outlook, 50 boats took to the water to be greeted by winds which were lighter than expected and 
so light at one point that it led to a delayed start. Lolling around on the sea without much wind clearly wasn't to 

everyone's liking as Max Hayman and Rachel Rhodes were both seen giving the fish a sample of last night's bar 
consumption. When the wind came back it steadily rose to 10-12 knots. First round the windward mark were John 

Mursell and Nick Keast (2020) showing a welcome return to form right at the end of the week, followed by Dave 
Wade and Ben Rayner (2026) and Tim Parsons and Alex Hayman (2014). The conditions took a decided turn for the 
worse on lap 2 with now driving rain and the RO decided to shorten at the end of the second triangle, much to most 

people's relief. The leading three held their positions and were followed in procession by Pete Gray and Richard 
Pepperdine (2013), Tom Jeffcoate and Hillary Harvey (2025) and Tom Castle and Tim Hartley (2022).

Overall today's 5th place was enough to ensure Tom & Harvey maintained 2nd overall ahead of Tim & Alex and Pete 
& Rich with John & Nick's final day victory bringing them up to 6th behind the consistent Andy Mckee and Tarren 
Jones (2004). First lady helm boat and winner of the Silver fleet was Elinor Pegg and Adam Parry in 18th place; first 

Bronze fleet was Steve Harling and Eleanor Thomas (1858) in 38th. First junior helm and second in the silver fleet 
was Helena Pugh and Sam Barker in 22nd place. Carol and John Haines (2027) were flyers of the week and the best 

improvers when compared with 2011 were Ric and Lucy Searle (23rd versus 53rd).

Thanks to Paignton for hosting another excellent event, Ken Falcon for keeping us all entertained during his morning 
briefings (and running some races), the sponsors for some fantastic prizes and all those in the class and host club 

who helped make sure everything ran so smoothly and everyone had a great time.
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When was your first Scorpion Nationals and what 
boat were you sailing?

Tom:  This has been my first Scorpion Nationals.  The 
boat is a 12 year old wooden Paintcraft Scorpion that 

belongs to my father

Oli: This was my first scorp nationals, we were sailing 

1976 (borrowed wooden boat bought for roughly £3K)

What has been your best nationals so far, and why?

Tom:  I would have to say this one at Paignton because it 
not only had great racing on the water, it also had an 

excellent social side with activities on every night.

Oli: Mirrors 1984 first ever (aged 10) and I loved it.  I the 

scorp this one obvious reasons but also good social 
side.  Apart from that Castle cove probably, 2005 ish and 
the toga party thursday night.

If you could choose anywhere in the world for the 
next Scorpion Nationals where would it be?

Tom:  Hmmm ... I would have to say Medemblik, Holland 
or somewhere in Australia.  If I was to choose UK wise, 

probably Sunderland yacht club because of its fantastic 
facilities and sailing conditions there.

Oli:  SVSC ... or Silverplana Lake.  Or Denmark Fiords

Do you have any rituals or superstitions before a 
race, for example a special breakfast or wearing 
lucky pants?

Tom:  I don’t really believe in that sort of luck

Oli:  Yup, lucky 5 pence and lucky beers the night before.  

Tom has his lucky speedos .....

How long do you spend before a race working out a 
race strategy?
Tom:  It really depends on the amount of variables out on 

the course, and also depends on when I get out there.  
So I can’t really give an approximate answer.

Oli:  10 mins then again 3 mins before the start as a 

checker.

After deciding on a race strategy, how close do you 
stick to it and what happens if things don’t go quite 
to plan?!
Tom:  The key to my success is being adaptable 

throughout the race depending on position and current 
overall standings on calculating whether to take risks or 

consolidate then I match my plan to that.

Oli:  !Closely (I’m stubborn!) ... depends on what the 
comp are doing and where the points are overall ... if its 

not working cry and hike harder.

INTERVIEW  WITH ...  
TOM GILLARD & OLI WELLS
This year Tom Gillard & Oli Wells beat off the competition by winning the 
nationals in a 12 year old wooden boat - and it was a pretty convincing win at 
that!!  The super fast duo give some insight into their success .....
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If you could choose a super power what would it be?!

Tom:  To fly

Oli: Invisible!

Do you have any other hobbies or sports besides 
sailing?  And do any of them help your performance 
on the water?

Tom:  I do a small amount of road cycling and go to the 
gym fairly often, all in mind to assist fitness in sailing.

Oli:  Ice climbing, running, boarding ... not really!  
However the beer drinking hobby helps the stamina for 
the nationals!  Tom just sails.

What are your perfect sailing conditions?

Tom: I don’t particularly have the perfect sailing 
conditions as I have worked hard to be better in all 

conditions, but if I had to choose one thing that I used to 
excel at was general wind shifts.

Oli:  Honestly ... any!

What is your worst sailing habit?

Tom:  Getting stressed when things go wrong

Oli:  Taking flyers

How do you think your crew/helm would describe 
you in three words?

Tom:  Focused, driven, stressed.

Oli:  Tom to Oli ... sound, calm, genius :)                                                

Oli to Tom ... Fast, fast, intense.

In your opinion, why is a bag boat better than a chute 
boat ... or the other way around?!
Tom: I don’t have an opinion as I don’t crew

Oli: Chute for the drops and hoists ... weight in the front 
end not an issue really for scorps so no advantage to 
bags.  Sailed with both bags - a pain frankly!

What do you think are the disadvantages and 
advantages of gate and line starts?

Tom:  Line starts should be used at all times in my 
opinion as they are a much more widely used means of 

starting a race where there is no confusion of less 
experienced sailors or beginners of what is going on.  
The advantage of a gate start is when there is a fleet of 

75+ boats.

Oli:  Gate starts can always be random but get the fleet 
away.  LIne starts more tactical, fairer - both depend on 

the race committee.

What makes the class so special and why do you 
enjoy sailing Scorpions?
Tom:  There are two things that are outstanding in the 

scorpion - to be overpowered in a force 1 and how 
technical they are.

Oli:  People! (less clique than it used to be) and the boat 

works, can work with it, bully it a bit but still tactical 
close racing and wooden boats can win (with the right 

sails)

What are your top three tips for other Scorpion 
sailors within the class?

Tom:

- Keep your head out of the boat

- Keep things simple

- Communicate with your crew

Oli:

- Be on the start line

- Sail the first lap fast

- Sail the shifts on the run.
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This was my fourth attendance as event judge at the Scorpion Nationals and it was good to be back amongst old 
friends. It’s never easy to give penalties to sailors and maintain friendships at the same time, but I can report that all 

the penalties given both on and off the water were received with good grace by those concerned. This is what 
distinguishes the Scorpion fleet and makes working with you both enjoyable and rewarding.

The week got off to a slow start as far as sailing was concerned. As a result of the four hour postponement on 

Sunday morning we were able to reschedule the rules Q&A session to fill the gap. The clubhouse was packed and 
with a captive audience unable to sail we had a lively and useful interactive session. The first question concerned the 

situation faced by a pair of close-hauled port tack boats on a windward leg when confronted by the obstruction of a 
close-hauled starboard tack boat. The three options of keeping going, bearing away and tacking were reviewed at 
length. The second question was about the hazards faced by a boat approaching a windward mark on the port tack 

lay line and attempting to tack inside the three boat length zone. Finally we moved to the leeward mark and looked at 
issues of multiple overlaps and the best tactics to avoid being on the outside of several overlapped boats at the 

mark. After an hour of useful discussion which seemed to pass in a flash we called a halt. Many of you subsequently 
said how useful you found this interactive session. So please keep a note of any unresolved incidents which you 
come across and bring them to next year’s session.

We had four protests during the week. The first involved delayed penalty turns by a boat following mark contact and 
resulted in a DSQ penalty. RRS 44.2 requires a boat to get well clear of other boats as soon as possible after the 

incident and then promptly make the required number of turns. This protest and penalty prompted some discussion 
around the boat park about the interpretation of “as soon as possible”. The point here is that on a windward leg in a 
congested fleet continuing to sail on a close-hauled course among other boats does not comply with rule 44.2. On 

the following day several boats were noted taking penalty turns very promptly and interfering with other boats nearby 
as a result. So there is a balance to be struck between getting clear and then taking turns promptly.

The second and third protests were heard together as an arbitration hearing. They involved a windward, leeward 
incident directly behind the gate launch during a gate start and resulted in a 20% exoneration penalty for the 
windward boat. The hearing with three parties was completed in under 30 minutes and demonstrated the time which 

can be saved when arbitration is used as an alternative to a full protest hearing.

The fourth protest was brought as a result of serious damage caused by a port and starboard collision between 

boats on different legs of the course.

Regarding on-the-water penalties for breaking rule 42, there were three yellow flags during the week. The first was 
for repeated rocking at the start. The second, during the crew’s race, was for some very enthusiastic spinnaker and 

mainsheet pumping designed to test the limits of the judge’s tolerance. The third was for both repeated rocking and 
repeated mainsheet pumps. Throughout the week several boats were on a yellow light for possible spinnaker 

pumping but on each occasion it proved impossible to verify the infringement as the disturbance to the spinnaker 
mysteriously ceased once the jury boat arrived at a close viewing position! The issue of spinnaker pumping is the 
most difficult rule 42 infringement to detect as the dividing line between a trim and a pump is very fine. In a fleet of 

60 boats and a single jury boat I rely heavily on tip-offs from sailors when they feel they have been disadvantaged but 
unable to protest due to lack of witnesses. I continue to recommend the use of Appendix P in the SIs at future 

Nationals.

EVENT JUDGE  REPORT 
David Battye returned this year to keep an eye on the fleet as our on the water 
Judge.  He has written a few words on this years Nationals .... 
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My whistle signal for observed breaches of RRS Part 2 rules was used regularly throughout the week. In all cases a 
boat took a one or two turn exoneration penalty. The use of this whistle signal is not currently recommended by the 

RYA as some believe it reduces the emphasis on sailing being a self-policing sport. However having used it with you 
now for two years I remain convinced that the educational benefits for the less experienced sailors outweigh the 
external policing drawback. So I continue to recommend its use in future Nationals.

The jury boat provided by Paignton SC was on loan from a private member so I would like to thank the owner, Eddie, 
who I never met during the week. I was aware that the large engine on the boat caused unacceptable wash from time 

to time in certain wind conditions so I apologise again to any sailor adversely affected. I will try to do better next 
time. Thanks also to Nadina and John Murrell from Fotoboat for assisting with driving and judging during the week. 
For the last race I was delighted to receive a request from Olly Wells to come on board the jury boat. Olly said he 

found the experience most valuable to look at the rules from the other side of the fence and to practise jury boat 
driving. If you get the opportunity to go on board a jury boat for a day please take it as I guarantee you will learn a lot 

and have an enjoyable experience.

One other thought for next year is the subject of discretionary penalties. Last year you introduced an SI to allow for 
discretionary penalties to be given for breaches of class rules. We came close to needing this discretion with respect 

to the measurement of mast position relative to the transom on a few boats following a rule interpretation by the RYA 
Technical Department. However there are other sections of your SIs, such as safety regulations, replacement of crew 

or equipment, support boats, rubbish disposal and radio communication where use of a discretionary penalty might 
be more appropriate than the default penalty of DSQ. If you agree that this is the case I encourage you to discuss 
with your committee so that the SIs can be adjusted to accommodate discretionary penalties where appropriate for 

the Nationals next year.

I was impressed by your enthusiastic response to Ken Falcon’s invitation to express your appreciation for the efforts 

of the race management team after each race. I hope to persuade you to extend this vocal appreciation to the jury 
team in future. With best wishes to you all for the remaining season. I look forward to being of service to you again 
next year if invited.

David Battye
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What a fantastic week we had from no wind to 30 knots.  The day of the practice race was cancelled due to lack of 
wind, so we launched our scorpion for some experience and took our mackerel lines along.  Sadly we did not manage 

to catch our tea, but the wind did pick up so we had a good sail instead and began to learn what the extra bits of rope 
actually did. 

Whilst we chose not to retire from any of the races, we had a capsize in the first race and by the time we were upright 

the rest of the fleet had vanished over the horizon leaving us with no idea where the course was.

The stronger the wind the more of a challenge, with a spinnaker gybe going disastrously wrong so we were full of water 

and Jon had a French phrase book out by the time we were sorted out.  Heading back to shore I said to Jon, we could 
of raked the mast back you know – we were set at 1!, but had both forgotten we had this option being it was not on 
1685!  

So many “adventures” and close shaves, the stronger the wind we almost stopped the boat before tacking and tacked 
the gybe marks as the safer option, it was for survival not sailing on the Wednesday and Friday.

On the last day, it was decided to head off on a Port tack being that we are always at the back and everyone else will 
therefore theoretically have rounded the mark before we reached it.  Well we did something right as there were boats 
behind us at the mark.  Unfortunately, with our lack of experience we now could not get past the boats on Starboard, so 

ended up pinned on the mark and yes, doing turns.  We did a 720 instead of a 360 and not surprisingly were back in our 
good old trusted last place.

It was always a relief when the rescue boat came over to say “we have your position (Last!!), you may make your way 
towards the finish line and know we would be ashore before dark.

A huge thank you to all the organisers and fellow Scorpions for their support and help during the week, and a special 

thank you to the crew of Ethel, who gave us a boat to try and keep up with.   

2010:  TWO TIMES NATIONAL WINNER ... 
TO 53RD!
Purchased the week before by Jon and Helen, sailing their first Nationals and 
their first time on the sea ....!
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SCORPIONS GOT TALENT (?)

Some acts had more 
‘talent’ than others ...!

The well deserved winners - Carol Haines and Co, with an excellently performed 
rendition of “If I were not at the nationals, somewhere I’d rather be ...” 

There was some good lyrical imagination, poking 
gentle fun at various members of the fleet!

Directed by Linda Wolfenden, hosted by Ant Ritchie and Dec Hannan

The first act 
illuminated the stage 
and got things going 
- there were a few 
familiar faces hidden 
behind those luminous 
glasses!

Cheryl Cole was the 
celebrity judge with 
Burley Shassy making 
a guest appearance 
from last year.  
Lady Helen of 
Hackney had an 
uncanny resemblance 
to Baz ....!!!
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I hope you have enjoyed all the nationals gossip and 
news, and for those who weren’t sure this year or 
couldn’t make it, has inspired you to join in next year at 
Sidmouth.  I’m not telling you when the next issue will 
be sent ... its a surprise!      

Don’t forget to keep your eye on the official Scorpion Association website: 
www.sailscorpion.co.uk 

On the website you will find the latest news on up and coming events, results 
and race reports from previous events, tips on tuning and maintaining your 
scorp along with many other things!!

NEXT ISSUE ....

Articles:

TOM JEFFCOATE

WILLIAM JEFFCOATE

DAVID BATTYE

HARVEY HILLARY

TOM GILLARD

OLI WELLS

JON & HELEN FOX

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM:
Photos:

JOHN MURRELL

COLIN KEOGH

PLEASE  feel free to send me any news, gossip, articles, pictures or anything you want to 

include in the next newsletter to: LUCY.A.SEARLE@GMAIL.COM

The RYA Dinghy Show 2013 will take place at Alexandra Palace, 
London over the weekend of 2 & 3 March 2013.

Come and see the Scorpion stand (and give us a hand!)

DATE FOR YOUR 2013 DIARY!!

http://www.sailscorpion.co.uk
http://www.sailscorpion.co.uk
mailto:lucy.a.searle@gmail.com
mailto:lucy.a.searle@gmail.com

